Entanglement is an essentially quantum kind of correlation generated due to an interaction. All sources of entangled states suggested up to now require that several systems are prepared in definite initial states, to which the entangling interaction is applied. We ask a principal new question: whether a system S in a completely unknown state y) can be entangled to a specially prepared ancilla A by means of a universal quantum machine. The universality means that (i) the fidelity F between output of S and its input and (ii) the entanglement E created between S and A, both are independent of the input state.
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We prove the existence of such a machine and deduce the entangling transformation of the optimal one for a d-level system S and a d2-level ancilla A [l] . The introduced machine tums out to be a generalization to a number of widely investigated universal quantum devices such as the symmetric and asymmetric quantum cloners, the symmetric quantum entangler, the quantum information distributor and the universal-NOT gate.
For the case of qubits (d=2) For the case of qubits we compare the asymmetric entangling machine to the symmetric entangler, introduced in Ref. [2] , and show that the asymmetric machine produces several times more entanglement than the symmetric one for the same degree of fidelity. We also show that the asymmetric entangling machine serves as the optimal device for individual eavesdropping on the 6-state protocol of quantum cryptography.
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